
MACHANEHMACHANEH
HINEINI 5781HINEINI 5781

Year 11&12Year 11&12
((Ages 15 -17)Ages 15 -17)

25 July - 25 July - 
8 August8 August

Price: £940
£300 deposit

(financial assistance available)

Enquiries: j.powell@liberaljudaism.org
Sign up: www.ljy-netzer.org
Social Media: @ljynetzer
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What 
is LJY 
Netzer?
LJY-Netzer is the youth movement of 
Liberal Judaism and a branch of Netzer 
Olami, the worldwide Reform Zionist 
youth organisation.

Our main pillars are Liberal Judaism, 
Reform Zionism, Tikkun Olam (repairing 
the world) and Youth Empowerment. 

We pride ourselves on inclusivity and  
community, creating the perfect space 
for any young Liberal Jew to flourish!

We run sleepover and weekend events, 

educational seminars, camps and even a 
gap year programme, Shnat Netzer.

LJY-Netzer is a movement ran for 
young people, by young people - our 
leaders themselves have all been LJY 
participants, before undergoing our 
Hadracha (leadership) training course.

The  LJY Netzer Movement Workers 
have decades of youth work experience 
between them and have additional 
support from LJ’s Director of Youth, 
Becca Fetterman.
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Hineini Summer camp will bring 
everyone together for two incredible 
weeks! Participants will be with their 
Shikvah (age group) whilst also being 
together for some activites.

Hineini has been tailor made for Year 
11 and Year 12, offering more free 
time which enables you to explore your 
independence and engage with peer 
leadership!

Hineini retains all the highlights of 
Kadimah, from wide games and paint 
fights to Havdallah and ideological 
debates. Additionally, you will complete 
our full Hadracha (leadership) training 
course, enabling you to become leaders 
on future LJY Netzer camps and events!

We will create an environment for 
our participants to flourish and grow, 
exploring their Jewish identity and 
passions while building independence.

After a challenging year, we are 
more determined than ever to give 
everyone an unforgettable Summer with 
experiences that will last a lifetime!
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Camp Classics Chinuch (Education)
Hadracha

A Taste of 
Hineini

Participants will undertake the full LJY 
Netzer Hadracha course- a requirement 
before leading on any LJY event.

Hadracha is built around child 
development and youth work theories, 
teaching the skills and knowledge to be 
leaders in LJY and beyond!

Through creative and engaging 
methodologies, participants will 
learn how to plan and run creative 
programming, develop valuable public 
speaking skills, and gain confidence!

Every day there’ll be big and crazy fun 
activities including murder mysteries, 
discos, and (of course) gangaschlaff: a 
team game of messy rounds combined 
with a test to see who can be fastest to 
get in a sleeping bag! 

It wouldn’t be camp without a wide 
game and chanichimot (participants) 
and madrichimot (leaders) alike will 
take on each other in a water-filled, 
paint-throwing, capture the flag 
extravaganza!
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AdventureShabbat and prayer

A Taste of 
Hineini

Shabbat is a time when the whole camp 
comes together for a big Friday Night 
Dinner and Kabbalat Shabbat (service) 
before our evening Oneg celebration of 
singing, dancing and a bonfire. 

Saturdays are a day of rest and 
community, with Shabbat Shacharit and 
warming Havdallah services which are a 
highlight of any LJY event.

Over camp, participants will  also get 
the chance to create and run the second 
Shabbat entirely themselves!

Every day chanachimot will get the 
chance to take on new and exciting 
challenges, never before seen on LJY!

There’ll be something for everyone, 
whether it’s testing your climbing skills 
on the adrenaline fuelled high ropes, 
getting competitive during a game of 
laser tag or working together as a team 
to build a raft and sail across the lake!

Other activities include abseiling, zip-
wires, bushcraft, swimming, kayaking 
and much more!
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Inclusion
LJY-Netzer is committed to making 
our events and camps as inclusive and 
welcoming as possible, so as to create 
an environment where all participants 
can make friends, have fun, and have a 
memorable experience.

We work as hard as possible to ensure 
that we can support those with different 
special educational needs. Working 
with parents and experts, we aim to 
make sure those additional needs are 
supported wherever possible. 

If you think your child may need 
additional support, please be in touch 
to discuss how we can best support and 
include them. 

Important info
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COVID-19
LJY will ensure Hineini is packed with 
lots of laughs and fun activities, whilst 
effectively administering the most up-
to-date health and safety guidelines. 
All team members are dedicated to 
ensuring our stringent protocols are 
adhered to.

Government guidance states that 
residential trips for young people will 
be permitted from 17 May 2021 so we 
are confident in our ability to deliver 
Machaneh Hineini this Summer.

LJY Netzer will follow all guidance 
relating to COVID-19 and continuously 
update its risk assessment and practices.

For more detailed information about LJY 
Netzer’s COVID-19 policy, please go to 
to www.ljy-netzer.org/covid-guidance

Cost: 
£940

25 July - 
8 August
£940
We’re offering a £40 
discount to anyone 
who brings someone 
new to LJY!
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Josh
LJY Movement Worker
Hineini enquiries
josh@liberaljudaism.org

Becca
LJ Director of Youth
Welfare and Bursaries enquiries
becca@liberaljudaism.org

Financial Assistance

LJY-Netzer is committed to ensuring that nobody misses out on our events because 
of money, and bursary funds are available to families who need them. You can also 
pay in instalments. 

For more information please visit www.ljy-netzer.org/financial-assistance or 
contact Becca Fetterman (contact details above) 

Contact Us

facebook.com/ljynetzer

@LJYNetzer

@LJYNetzer

@LJYNetzer

ljy-netzer.org

Find Us

MACHANEH HINEINIMACHANEH HINEINI


